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Abstract 

We propose an algorithm for automatic creation of covers for 
photobooks in the form of collages. The appeal of different forms 
of collage from user's viewpoint is discussed. Both time and 
source-based selection that include estimation of the quality of the 
photograph are discussed. Image contrast, sharpness, and 
likelihood of presence of JPEG artefacts and color misbalance is 
assessed. The final step involves the arrangement of photos on 
canvases of various sizes by means of seamless blending. 
Obtained results for selection of photographs and constructed 
collages are evaluated using a survey. The majority of observers 
were pleased with the results of the algorithm. 
Keywords: photo collage, photo quality estimation, photos 
clustering, photos arrangement, seamless blending. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent years mark the development of the market for photo 
printing in the form of photobooks has begun to develop. 
Photobooks differ from traditional photoalbums in that all pages 
containing photos are printed jointly in the form of a bound book. 
One of the reasons that prevent wide use of photobooks is the 
time required to sort and lay out the photos. Automation of these 
processes is a topical theme. In this paper an algorithm of 
automatic creation of photobook covers in the form of collage is 
discussed. Such collage must: 
- be part of photo selection process; 
- appeal visually to a user; 
- be constructed from photos that characterize the set of photos 

in a photobook in the best way. 
It is assumed that a user makes only preliminary choice of photos; 
photos could be obtained from different cameras, have various 
sizes, quality and orientation. The number of photos in a typical 
photobook varies from tens to hundreds. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
There are many types of collages. Most frequently we see collages 
of 3 types: tiling or mosaic (Fig.1a) [1], photos heap up on table 
(Fig.1c) [2, 3], smooth transition between adjusted photos 
(Fig.1b) [4, 5]. It is worth noting the collage from paper [6], 
where the look of collage is chosen from predefined templates. 
Automatic selection of representative photos from a given 
collection is an important part of collage creating algorithm. In [4] 
representative images are selected in three different ways: 

textually “interesting”, mutually distinct and having faces present 
in the image. “Interestingness” of the image is assessed by 
computing entropy of histograms ab in color space Lab, mutual 
difference in distance between their histograms ab. Images with 
greatest entropy are considered as interesting. However, in our 
opinion it is not right to consider saliency from the viewpoint of 
the information theory. For example, it is known that image 
entropy increases with noise. Thus, images with a high level of 
noise may be selected for the collage. Assessment of similarity 
using distances in-between histograms of images can lead to 
images of different content being identified as similar.  
Paper [4] lacks photo quality estimation, size and orientation are 
specified manually. In [1] blurred, underexposed and overexposed  
photos are excluded from analysis automatically. Time-based 
clustering is used to select photos for a slideshow. Algorithms for 
photo browsers use time-based clustering too [7, 8, 9, 10]. In 
addition these techniques try to exploit content-based information 
for selection, but their outcomes look ambiguous. 

3. PLEASANT COLLAGE 
In order to determine the most pleasant looking type of collage we 
conducted a survey. Survey participants were offered 5 selections 
of images with three different collages (a, b, c), as in Fig.1, as 
well as with varying number of images in collages of various 
selections (4, 6, 8, 15, 21). 30 participants were asked two 
questions: “Which collage is the most pleasant?” and “Which 
collage contains an excessive number of photos?” Answers to the 
first question are shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1 Results of survey about collage pleasantness 
Image set/ 

Collage type 1 2 3 4 5 Total 

a 5 3 12 12 9 41 
b 18 20 13 16 20 87 
c 7 7 5 2 1 22 

 
Thus, the majority of observers prefer collages with smooth 
transition between photos, although the content of photos strongly 
affects answers. The majority thinks that using more than 8 photos 
for a collage for cover of a photobook is excessive. Taking these 
results into account, we decided to create a collage with M photos, 
where M ranges from 3 to 8 and can be adjusted by user. 
Alternatively, several collages are built for different values of M 
and the user then chooses the collage he likes most. 

 
Figure 1 Collage comparison. Three ways to create a collage: (a) tiling collage, (b) collage with blending, (c) picture collage 



 
4. REPRESENTATIVE IMAGE SELECTION 

4.1. Estimation of photos quality  
The first step in image selection for photobook is quality 
estimation. Photos with low quality are excluded from 
consideration. Quality is evaluated by looking at four different 
types of defects: blurriness, compression artefacts, low contrast, 
color misbalance. Paper [11] proposes an algorithm of non-
reference sharpness estimation that is based on the idea that a high 
variation between the original and the blurred image means that 
the original image was sharp whereas a slight variation between 
the original and the blurred image means that the original image 
was already blurred. Sharpness metric Asub is continuous 
magnitude and it has good correlation with subjective perception. 
We normalize sharpness estimation to the segment [0, 1]: 

5/1 subAS −= . 
The metric for sharpness evaluation described in [12] can also be 
used. Such metric is also well correlated with subjective opinions. 
However, that metric is a four-grade discrete value, which is less 
convenient than a continuous sharpness estimate. 
Global image contrast is determined from the brightness 
histogram:  
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where H0, H1 and C0, C1 are threshold values for histogram area 
and intensity correspondingly. 
JPEG compression artefacts reduce image quality. In [13] a filter 
for deblocking and deringing was proposed. For adjustment of 
filter parameters the top left corner of the square of 3х3 
quantization table of brightness channel is analyzed: 
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Our research has shown that this metric correlates with visual 
assessment of JPEG images better than the compression ratio, 
which is strongly dependent upon content. In order to estimate the 
quality of JPEG images we used the following estimate:  
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For photos obtained from files of other format A=1. We exclude 
photos with low values S, C and A from the initial selection set of 
photos. The thresholds were chosen as a result of numerous 
experiments.  
Sometimes photos are affected by color cast, for example, when 
indoor scene illuminated by an incandescent lamp is 
photographed. However, it is hard to distinguish between 
intentional color cast and cast caused by color misbalance. In our 
opinion, exclusion of photos with any dominating color from the 
photobook is unwise. However, exclusion of such photos from the 
cover is rational. In [14] various information on a huge data set of 
4.8 million photos is analysed. Of those photos, 74% have no 
dominant colour that supports the general thesis about “gray 
world”. We do not consider photos for photo collage for which 
the mean of any channel differs from average brightness by more 
than 25%. Another important factor affecting image quality is 
noise. Unfortunately, we could not find an algorithm for noise 

estimation that would provide adequate results for real-world 
photos. We continue to research this area.  

4.2. Time and source-based clustering 
Time-based clustering provides satisfactory outcomes in terms of 
selection description in cases where all photos are photographed 
by one camera. When photos from different cameras are used, 
time-based clustering does not work as well.  
We propose clusterization in 2D plane, where first axis is time 
and second axis is the source of photo. Here source is camera 
name obtained from EXIF information. If EXIF is absent, then all 
images for every present file format are merged into a separate 
source. Analysis in [14] paper shows that more than 70% of 
nowadays photos have EXIF tags. Fig.2 illustrates formulation 
rule for time-source 2D plane. Sources are sorted in ascending 
order according to the number of photos. L is time between the 
least and the most time for the largest source. Ypi coordinate on 
Photo Source axis is calculated as follows:  
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where i is index of source, Nps is number of sources, H = L/M. 

 
Figure 2 Time-source 2D plane 

 
Next stage is clustering into M classes by applying k-means 
technique. From each class a photo with maximum integral 
quality estimation is selected for collage: 

iiii AwSwCwIQ 321 ++= , where wi are weights. If several 
photos have the same IQ, then the photo with maximum saturation 
is selected.  

5. COLLAGE CREATION 

5.1. Orientation detection 
Initial images can be either portrait- or landscape-orientated. We 
determine the correct orientation and rotate the photo using 
information from EXIF. Unfortunately, part of the photos does not 
contain EXIF info or orientation tag. In this case it is advisable  to 
use content-based algorithm of orientation determination [15]. 

5.2. Photo arrangement 
Our approach allows not only construction of optimal layout of 
photos on a canvas, but also determination of scaling coefficients 
for every photo. In order to arrange the photos we first compose 
schemes of possible layouts. Divide canvas vertically and 
horizontally into M parts. Value of every cell ranges from 1 to M, 
which means in that part of canvas entry image with that number 
is located. For example, all possible ways to lay out 3 images are 
shown in Fig.3a.  
A layout matrix for every identified way is constructed. We call 
layout matrix a matrix of 0 and 1, where 1 indicates that given 
image creates dimension w (width) or h (height). 



 
Figure 3 (a) schemes of possible layout of three images,  

(b) layout matrix bottom right plan 
 
In order to determine coefficients of scaling we use least-squares 
method:   01)( gGGG TT −=α , 

whereα  is vector of scaling factors for each selected image; 
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where iw , ih  are width and height of i-th image, g’0 and G’are 
created for each scheme; 

vector g0 is computed as: 
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where cw , ch  are canvas width and height correspondingly.  
Fig.3b shows g’0 and G’ for bottom right scheme from Fig.3a. 
For example, canvas width is 800 and height is 600; selected 
images have sizes: (300, 400), (50, 150), (350, 150). For G’ from 

Fig.3b values of G, g0 and α  equal: 
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Discrepancy is computed as ( )( jgψ - 0g ), where )( jgψ  is the 

value of resulting canvas size obtained from new sizes of images 
for given scheme. Using discrepancy, the best layout scheme is 
determined in terms of maximization of canvas area coverage and 
minimization of images overlap. Further scaling factors are 
changed by 15% in order to provide seamless smooth transition 
between adjacent photos. 

5.3. Seamless blending 
The scheme in Fig.4 describes the steps of our seamless blending 
approach with element of randomness. 
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Figure 4 Steps of seamless blending approach 

 
Suppose image I1 and image I2 are overlapped partially. Fragment 
IF1 and fragment IF2 are overlapped parts of image I1 and image 
I2 correspondingly. Fig.5 shows coordinate system: suppose the 

origin is left bottom angle of overlapped regions; axis x is directed 
horizontally and y vertically. Then xmax is the width and ymax is the 
height of the region. Our aim is to create a seamless transition in 
the region OF. 

 
Figure 5 Coordinate system for overlapped regions 

 
The first step is blurring overlapped parts of the images by 
applying FIR low-pass filter: 

,11 IFhB ⊗= 22 IFhB ⊗=  
Blurred images compose with respective parts of the initial image: 
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where Gα  specifies smooth function with random shape: 
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Final step is blending of two photos via random alpha-
channel Randα : 
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where T(x,y) is composite Catmull-Rom spline with the following 
control points Pi (i = 0..N): 
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where )30/(30/ maxmax yrandyCcp += . 

The final result of blending is shown in Fig.9. Our approach 
provides visually pleasant transition between photos. 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We conducted a survey to assess the results of photo selection 
process. Survey participants were asked to first look at the entire 
set of images and then look at two selected collections: one was 
done using the proposed approach and another using AutoCollage 
algorithm [4]. The question asked was: “Which one of the two 
offered collections characterizes the initial set of images better?”  
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Figure 6 Survey results of representative collection 
 
In total 7 collections containing between 40 and 205 images were 
offered. 14 people took part in the survey. Fig.6 presents results of 



our survey. It was noted for the majority of selections that the 
selection created using our method contains more typical and 
varying images. Selection created using AutoCollage contains 
brighter and saturated images. For example, for initial selection of 
images from the ultimate frisbee competition, shown in Fig.7, 
AutoCollage selected images shown in Fig.8. 
 

 
Figure 7 Entire set of photos for selection 

 
All selected images have saturated colors in comparison to photos 
of the actual game that took place in the sand. However, to insist 
that brighter images better characterize the collection of images is 
wrong. Also note that AutoCollage method has a tendency to 
select photos with color misbalance and often chooses blurred 
photos and photos of similar scenes. 
 

 
Figure 8 Images selected by AutoCollage 

 
In Fig.9 shown collage produced by the proposed method. The 
majority of observers were pleased with the created collages. 
 

 
Figure 9 Collage produced by the proposed method 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We propose method for creation collage cover of photobook 
which comprises selection of photos with quality estimation and 
arrangement with seamless blending. Demo application on C++ 
was developed too. Processing time for estimation of quality of 
one photo is about 1.5s; processing time for arrangement depends 

on number of photos in collage and varies in the range from 50 to 
200s for notebook 1.9GHz and 256 Mb RAM. We plan to 
continue our investigations towards content-based selection and 
arrangement. 
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